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Abstract 

We explore the utility and feasibility of neutral beams of 

A > 6 AMU formed from negative ions, and also of 0° formed (tar. 

D". The negative ions would be accelerated to ~ 1-2 MeV/AMU and 

neutralized, whereupon the neutral atoms would be used to heat 

and, perhaps, to drive current in magnetically confined plasmas. 

Such beams appear feasible and offer the promise of significant 

advantages relative to conventional neutral beams based aa 

positive deuterium ions at ~ 150 keV. 
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I- Introduction 

Almost ail plans for magnetically confined fusion plasma devices require 

soino; form of supplemental heating. The most successful method used to heat 

plasmas in present day machines has been the injection of 20-60 keV beams of 

hydrogen or deuterium atoms. These beams are formed by electrostatically 

s~;:>:i "atiri'j protons or deuterons and then neutralizing them by charge 

exchange with hydrogen. However, the charge-exchange cross section drops 

rap.L-31y at energies above ~ 80 keV/AMU, so only a small fraction of a high 

energy (> 80 K°V/AMU) beam is neutralized. Moreover, in addition to D +, the 

ion sources make D 2 and D̂  , which produce neutrals in the beam at one^hall 

and one-third of the full energy. Because these undesirable fractional energy 

components are more easily neutralized than the full energy component, they 

carry a progressively larger share of the power in the neutral beam as the 

energy is increased. On the other hand, a restriction to energies below 80 

keV/AMll limits the size and density of plasma that such a beam can penetrate 

and heat. Furt'r̂ r, these beams result in high power densities on surfaces in 

the ion soun>- >'"S acceleration grids, and need massive liquid helium 

cryocor.densati'Tr vacuum pumps. Negative deuterium ions can be neutralized 

efficiently a; high energies, and they have previously been considered for 

applications at injection energies of a few hundred keV. Unfortunately, 

producing the large currents (many amps) required at such energies, so far, 

has proved to be an elusive goal. 

II. The Proposed Approach 

An alternative approach would be to accelerate the negative ions to much 

higher energies and, going a step further, to use more massive negative ions 

so that, for a given velocity, the energy per ion would be greater. 
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Incorporatinq these measures would greatly decrease t'je amount of current 

required to yield a particular neutral injection power. In this paper, we 

propose a novel heating method in which negative ions of atomic mass « > • 

AMU are accelerated to 1-2 MeV/AHU, neutralized, and injected into a plasma 

(Fig. 1). There they go through successive stages of ionization, heat the 

plasma as they slow down, and under appropriate conditions drive current. 

Negative deuterium beams might also be used for this scheme at f-.iergies of 1-J 

MeV/AJ*U, although, as will be mentioned, using D" would sacrifice some of the 

benefits associated with the heavier ions. These high energies wece not a 

viable option for the electrostatic injectors conventionally used for neutral 

injection, where high energies required equally high voltages relative to 

ground. However, this connection between energy and operating voltage is 

severed if instead one usee a KF linear accelerator in which case one pays for 

greater energy by lengthening the accelerator rather than by a higher 

potential. Since length probably can be more easily achieved and tolerated 

near a reactor than can multimegavolt potentials, we propose to use a RK 

accelerator. 

Dawson and McKenzie and Grand have proposed injection of positive ions 

(B+, Ne +, etc) as an alternative to neutral hydrogen injection- Ohfcawa3 and 

Thompson4 considered neutral helium beams for current drive and heating. The 

advantages of the positive ion injection schemes are that, in principle, there 

is no inefficiency due to incomplete beam neutralization, and t-hat high 

current positive ion sources are straightforward to build for a number of 

elements. The ions are accelerated to ~ 1 MeV/AMU, at which energy the 

completely ionized nuclei will be as well confined in the plasma as the alpha 

particles produced by D-T fuaion. After reaching the edge of the tokamak, the 

ions drift into the plasma en unconfined orbits vith p p = CA/q), where p_ is 
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the poloidal gyroradius, A is the atomic mass in AMU, and q is the charge- In 

the plasma, the singly charged ion is further ionized until q = Z (Z is the 

atomic number), while p_ shrinks by a factor of Z, so the fully ionized 

particle is on a confined orbit. The use of neutral light atom beams retains 

the advantage of conventional deuterium neutral injection (which allocs easy 

transport through the tokamak's strong fringing magnetic fields and tangential 

ainunq to achieve centrally peaked besting), while gaininy enhanced 

penetration through the orbit compression associated with the drifting of -.he 

li'ss-than-r lly-stnpped ions, and allotting injector currents much lower than 

those required with deuterium at 100-200 keV/AMU. 

If one wishes to maximize the energy density in the beam and to minimize 

tht> current required to achieve a given beam power, then it is desirable to 

inject at thp highest possible energy which still allows adequate confinement 

of the fully stripped ions and for which the plasma is opaque. Of these two 

constraints, thp first is more restrictive, varying as the 2 of the beam, 

while the se.-i' i varies 'relative to D°) as ~ Z for light atoms. This 

suggests that there are advantages to using the most massive element whose 

negative ions •~-i~ be prolifically produced and efficiently neutralized. 

However, as wi12 be mentioned later, there are also other considerations wnich 

tend to place upper limits on the mass of the beam. In particular, at a given 

energy/amu, the confinement of the beam particles in their initial stages of 

ionization degrades as the mass increases, and the amount of power which might 

be radiated by the thermalized beam ions becomes more significant compared to 

the powet they bring into the plasma. All these constraints combine to define 

a mass range of roughly 6 < A < 30 from which to select light atom beams-

These lJ~iits are, of course, flexible, but we have taken them as an 

approximate guide in selecting candidate negative ions. 
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III. Computations 

We have calculated the heating profiles and driven current to be expected 

from injection of deuterium and heavier atoms using Monte-Carlo tecnniques. 

We have usecl a particle simulation code which injects neutral atoms into an 

elliptical cross-section toltaioak arid calculates trie ionization distribution 

resulting from electron ifflpact, proton impact, and charge transfer, and 

ionization by impurity ions in the plasma. The ions then follow guiding 

center trajectories including finite gyroradius effects, undergoing successive 

single ionizations until they are fully stripped. These fully stripped ions 

follow guidjni center orbits which are progressively modified by coulomb 

collisions with the background plasma. The plasma heating rate and the bt»an 

driven current are integrated over the history of each particle. 

IV. Heating Discussion 

Table I shows the plasma parameters uaed for our computations of 

injection into an INTOR-sized plasma. IThe high T g was chosen to give a good 

current drive efficiency; the beam penetration would be essentially unchanged 

if Te(r=C) were 20 KeV. J Figure 2 shows initial drift orbits for the 0 + ions 

resulting from ionization of 32 MeV oxygen atoms injected either co- or 

counter to the piastre current and ionized at the x'a. It is apparent that if 

counter-injection is required it must be done from the inboard side of the 

tokamaK. Figure 3 shows a typical drift orbit of an oxygen ion, injected 

counter to the plasma current at 32 MeV, as it undergoes successive 

ionizations. The multiple stages of ionization allow inboard drifting which 

causes the final energy deposition profile to pea* in the central plasma. 

This becomes more apparent in Fig. 4, where we see that although the initial 

deposition profile of 0 + resulting from ionization of 16 MeV co-injected 0° is 
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in the outer portion of the plasma, the fLnal heating deposition profile (0 8 ) 

is strongly peaked near the axis. The sharpness of the peaking arises becausp 

almost all of tne energy transfer to the plasma occurs after the atom is 

totally ionized, and consequently has completed drifting inward. We show for 

comparison the heating deposition profile resulting from co-injecHor, of a 

mor.uenergetic 2 MeV D° beam, which would have to be produced from D~ ions. 

Figure 4 also shows the heating deposition profile for co-injection of 150 ke1-* 

D° made from positive ions. In this case, 60* of the power in the neutral 

beam is at the full accelerating energy, while 24* is at half energy and 16* 

is at one-third energy. For comparison, we also give the heating profile 

resulting from injection of 46 MeV Na*. Note that good penetration can be 

achieved by injecting light positive ions, but a higher energy/amu is required 

than wouH be ntede•! to achieve the same penetration with light atom beams. 

Th:;> Tiight: h*̂  viewed as an advantage for positive ion injection, sinct it 

peiraits smaller bear, currents if the cross-field access problem can be 

solved. Fnure 3 depicts the integrated power deposited inside a given radius 

for the same b̂ .-.jnj: as in Fig. 4. It is clear that, while 2 MeV D° is similar 

to 16 MeV 0° in jfi ability to deposit heat in the plasma core, 150 keV D° is 

much worse- The 16 MeV 0° beam deposits about 85% of its energy inside the 

inner half of "le minor radius, or inside the inner quarter of the plasma 

volume. Although not shown, the peaking of the heating profile is 

qualitatively similar for other possible beams, such as Li° or C° at 1 

MeV/AMU. Such a peaked heating profile reduces the injected power required to 

achieve ignition. The reduction has been shown to be as much as a factor of 

two compared with positive ion-based deuterium neutral injection. 

In the MeV/amu energy range the ionization cross section is almost 

proportional to Z « . The exponential nature of the neutral beam attenuation 
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produces a large reduction in the neutral beam penetration when Z e f F is raised 

to 2-3. This is compensated to some extent in the case of oxygen by tho orbit 

penetration, which continues to higher charge states since the mean lifetime 

of each state is reduced but the orbit period is unchanged (penetration ceases 

when the mean lifetime is greater than half the orbit period)• When Zeff was 

raised to 3, the power deposited inside r = a/2 dropped froir. n.81 to 0.80 of 

the input power, and the power inside r = a/A dropped from 0.40 to 0.32. The 

oxygen beam is thus relatively insensitive to changes in z e f f . 

there is a small beam-driven counter-directed current of < 0.Q2 

Amps/watt- This is much smaller than the result in the nsxt section because 

the beam orientation used for heating produces very little v/v and hence very 

little current. 

V. Current Drive Discussion 

The total current, J B D, driven by a beam is Jbd < r > = J C U c ( r ) {1 -

V z e f f " " G{r/R0, Zeff>l}< where J c^ r c is the circulating beam current, Z B 

is the atomic number of the beam, and G is the trapped-electron correction 

term from Start and Cordey. We refer to the current given by the above 

equation as the "neoclassical" beam-driven current. The "classical" current 

is given by the same equation with the factor G left out. Table II gives the 

current driven by various beams at their optimum energies for current drive. 

The neoclassical currents use a value for "G" ot « 1/2. We seo thi"-. the 

attractiveness of the heavier atoms relative to D° as a current drive 

mechanism depends upon how important '-he neoclassical correction to the 

current turns out to be. If the current behaves neoclassically, then D° at 

1.0-1.5 MeV offers the greatest efficiency in terms of the ratio of current 

driven divided by tha injected power. On the other hand, if the current drive 
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is classical (i.e., if the trapped electron correction la relatively small), 

then 0° and si° both afford greater efficiency in terms of the injected power 

than does 0°. At this time, the state of knowledge of tokamaks appears to be 

inadequate to say how significant the neoclassical effects will be. The total 

current •ir.-vt efficiency would also depend, of course, upon the pow-nr 

efficiency of the injector system, which in turn depends upnn the accelerator' 

and neutralizer efficiencies. At 1.0-1.5 MeV the D° might require an RF 

accelerator with an efficiency similar to that associated with acceleration of 

che heavier atoms. The neutralization efficiencies depend upon the type of 

neutralizer employed, but would probably not be greatly dissimilar if 

photodetachment neutralizerg were used. 

An additional consideration is that, while D° can be co-injected T.,r 

current drive, *::;? heavier atoms must be counLer-injected (and from the 

inhnari side because of the orbits) if they are used for current drive instead 

of just for heating. This difference arises because the correct value of G, 

the neoclassical correction factor, lies somewhere between 0 and 1; 

consequently, .1,, < <• J^;rc for D°, while J b d =. -Jc^rc for Zfc >> Z ef f (we 

assume 3 Zef.- - - for D° current drive and 1.25 for current drive with the 

heavier atctrsl. 

Sjn-.-, 'or the heavier atoms, the optimum energies for current drive are 

much higher than those for D°, the heavy atom bnara current required is much 

less than would be required with D°, whether the current drive behaves 

classically or neoclassically. This is advantageous, since it may allow 

smaller tokama',. access ducts. 

VI. Plasma Impurity Effects 

The impurity buildup due to these beams should pose no major problems. 
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INTOR is expected to require 60 MW of conventional neutral beam heating. 

Assuming as a worst case that 60 MW of 12 MeV carbon is required, then the 

fueling rate for carbon is 0.3% per second, and the resulting increase in VI f , 

is 0.09 per second. A driven Q = 20 reactor can tolerate n c/n E ~ 11* since 

fully stripped carbon does not radiate strongly. In any event, the carbon ion 

accumulation rate is less than the helium ion accumulation rate, so the 

removal of the thermalized carbon is less of a problem than ;s '.<?;:'jx as) 

removal. Figure 6 shows the allowed impurity concentrat i •;-. versjs z for 

several temperatures for an ignited plasma. 

VII. Technological Base 

The utility of this technique is contingent upon the development of a 

high current negative ion source of an appropriate element (a total current of 

~ 100 mfl-lfl at a density of at least a few mA/cm ), a tractable accelerator 

and an efficient neutralizer. None of these exist in a suitable form at this 

time, so it is necessary tc establish that there is an adequate physics and 

technology base to allow development of the units required. 

VIIX. Ion Sources 

In selecting negative ions for our feasibility study, we used a number of 

criteria: ease of production, ease of pumping, that the ion should not be too 

massive (for reasons which are discussed later), and that the feedstock should 

not be unduly corrosive. Many elements have electron affinities comparable to 

or larger than deuterium's (0.75 eV) and, consequently, art in one reapect 

simpler to make. The actual ease of production depends, naturally, upon other 

factors as wells among them, the vapor pressure as a function of temperature 

and the sputtering yield. The three ions which best fit our criteria were Li -
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which is bomvi by 0.62 eV, C~, which is bound by 1.27 eV, and 0", which is 

bound by 1.46 eV. Fluorine is even more electronegative, with an electron 

affinity '' K40 ev, and 7" can be produced ea3ily, but the u/as is so 

corrosive a^ ' i make it -inattract lve unless none of the other candidate ions 

could be pii..!jc*>d in sufficient quantities. Silicon, with -̂  iM .?<:•-ro:. 

.-ir:.nity r-f '.5i eV, is probably also a viable candidate, sirce S i i" 
q 

r̂o.jaĉ ii r-' lat i vo 1 y easily in sputtering sources. 

Î ie v ar si r^ ightforward approach to developing a source is to u*^ <j two

s' a-f • .• • '- r - -i.:h positive ions are extracted from an arc and s^nt through 

. : U - ' V I T 1 - ' :-• .|-'-ri>-irii •: jet of metal vapor, where some portion of tne beam is 

IVI[:'.'P:-'..I .-I r.fuo! u e inns. Ir. low current experiments 1 0 at 5 k*Y, ~ 9* of a 

:,i ' > M ' '•* '• -1 C* bean have been converted to the negative ir ,•: in A 

r.vsiur c'.\, wh . -i"i* iXM.jrsion of 0 T to 0~ was observed with 14 keV 0 

pd3o: :m t-:; >J': • -n..-.«"si!im cell, and ~ 25* conversion {non-optimized.i of Si 

to £." at **> >-•'V ••: 3 inacrnpsiur.-. cell. Thus, to producp i 100 mA 0" source 

moilu : • • '.,.' '• . •!-• .;:.... 200 mA of O* [actually somewhat morn to a1, low for 

lr::--;<-.. d>- ' rrĵ .-'t- ^nd scattering). Since oxygen is a gas at room 

trrnp^ratai *> currents should be obtainable with a mult i aperture 

dU')]i"iatrv. jr."<?, smaller than the ones presently used for hydrogen 

.•̂ :t;:.i: ;-•. jr- • fiction. ' ' Further, it should be quite feasible to bui-d a 2-£ 

amp o + source, and thus a 1-; amp J~ source, i f a RF accelerator can be 

developed wtiich car. handle that much current in a channel. Although producing 

large currents of Li is more difficult, there is an established technology 

for doing so- JTaiutror. sources used for isotope separation have produced ~ 

1.2 A of Li^ at ~ 30 mA/cm 2, 1 2 which should be sufficient for a 100 mA Li" 

module. Figure 7 shows a schematic design of a Li source ha&ed upon the Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory calutron technology. Calutron sources have also 
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produeed C + beams at average current densities of 11.4 aiS W , using CO2 <;' C (' 

as a feedstock. Thus, at a negative ion conversion efficiency of 50%, only .-

?0 cm of C + emitting area would be required for a 100 v* C~ nodule. iJsinq 

Si S 2 or Si CI * as a feedstock, calutron sources have produced as much as 4b 

mA ot Si" (and an average of 27 mA over many hours) at current densities of ~ 

10 mP./cm . Even with the quoted non-optimized conversion efficiency of 25%, 

this would give 2.5 ifA/cm2 Si", which would be in adequate cjrrsnt density, 

and this could probably be enhanced by optimizing the beam energy. Thesp 

calutron sources, moreover, have operated continuously for many days. 

Accordingly, it appears that the technologies exist ti produce, with 

development, sufficient positive ; on currents for the two-stage source 

approach to be successful for at least four elements, and there Is no reasor, 

why the conversion results at low currents should not scale jp with size. 

While the two-stage approach appears to have a high p.rul jbi 1 i ty of 

yielding a source with adequate curvent, intensi:y, and divergence 

characteristics, «,uch sources are relatively complicated to operate because of 

the supersonic raetal vapor cells. If a great many such sources w-3re required 

for a tokamaK, simplicity would be a desirable cha • -teristic. There are a 

number of other approaches which, while 1 ?ss proven than two-stage systems, 

might lead to si.npler sources. Negative xons of the surface material might be 

sputtered by a cesium beam from plates of cjrbon, sil'con, lithium, ar an 

oxygenated substrate. This is done for small currents in accelerator 

applications,J' and has been used for H~ production in the raft ange, but 

may face difficulties for production of larger currents of heavier ions 

oecause of high cesium beam power densities on the sputtering plate, prolific 

production of secondary electrons, and the difficulty of producing 

sufficiently intense Cs + sputtering beams by surface ionizatior. 
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Alternatively, and with a much greater chance of success, one inay use a 

plasma a? the source of the sputtering ions. This might be done in a surface-

plasma source similar in type to the one developed by Ehlers and Leung for D -

production. In such a source [Fig. 8), positive ions ot cesium and the 

working gas ars accelerated from the plasma across a thin sheath to strike a 

negatively biased converter plate which is cesiated to lower its work 

function. Negative ions are produced by .guttering or reflection processes, 

•ir.d are accelerated back across the sheath. Since the incident positive ions 

are supplied by the plasma, it is possible to have a high current density 

striking a largF̂  converter area, and thus to produce relatively large negative 

ion yields. A source of this type has produced as much as 480 mA of H~. It 

appears likely that a surface plasma source could produce adequate quantities 

of O -, C -, or Si", and perhaps of Li~ as well. For 0" the feedstock gas could 

bt oxygen; for the other ions an inert gas such as argon might be used with a 

converter .plate made of the desired material. Alternatively, for C~ 

produccion s c-irbonaceojs gas might be used i.a the f' istock, and for Si~ 

silene might be us 1. An additional possible production mechanism that has 

been proposed for Li is phoi ̂ r.\ssocia<~ion of NaLi molecules into Na and Li , 

using a laser at ^350-2400 A- 1 7 

If one chooses to uce D~ in the MeV range irstead of a heavier ion, then 

the existing surface plasma source of Ehlers and Leung is already adequate to 

supply an RFQ accelerator channel carrying a few hundred mA, and promising D~ 

sources are also being developed at Oak Ri>2qe National Laboratory °' anS at 
20 Brookhaven National Laboratory. 

IX. Accelerator 

The second critical component is the accelerator. An electrostatic 
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accelerator appears to be precluded by the combined requirements of very high 

voltage and high current, along with the constraints of having to operate near 

the tokamak while conventional magnetically focused RF accelerators do no*, 

perform well at low p. However, recent development of RF accelerators with 

electric quadrupole focusing is ideally suited for this application. These 
2 1 ? 5 

accelerators, the RF Quadrupole (RFQ) and the Meqalac , ber-guse of their 

velocity-independent strong focusing, can accept input beam^ -.-f low energy 

(50-200 keV), high space charge density, and high emittance. Aside from the 

\jry major advantages of having strong focusing and modest component voltagns 

uith respect to ground, these RF accelerators have a number of ether desirable 

c;ar,ict ?ris'i_ics which are salient tn their use for this application. The 

insulators pre relatively well shielded from metal vapor deposition and, thus, 

are unlikely to undergo high voltage breakdown. Since both ends of the RF 

accelerator can be near ground potential, it does not necessarily require a 

direct line of sight to the plasma. (This would not be the ca.se with an 

electrostatic accelerator if one wantc- f™t 'cm source to be near ground; then 

a tandem arrangement would be required with the post-neutralizer side of the 

accelerator column looking directly at the plasma.) RF quadrupole 

accelerators a-e also less sensitive to parasitic processes than are raulti-MeV 

electrostatic accelerators. They do not accelerate heavy impurities very 

effectively, STV3 they quickly over-focus electrons, ejecting them from the 

beam. Consequently, any Secondary electrons cannot propagate very far along 

the accelerator, and thus thi_y give rise to little power drain. RF quadrupole 

accelerators -?an also have vevy high capture and transmission efficiencies 

(~ 85-90%), and their operation is simple because the focusiny and bunching 

&re determined by the machining of the vanes. Further, with a single channel 

resonator, the structure can be reasonably open for pumping which can be done 

http://ca.se
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through screened apertures in the cavity wall. 

This Meqalac accelarator »aes electrostatic quadrupoles and many small 

current carrying channels in parallel, while each RFQ has a single large 

channel delineated by four scalloped resonator vanes. Without ths scalloping, 

the four vanfj provide only radial focusing; as the scallops are in;reduced 

(190° out of phase in the two normal planes), they give rise tn longitudinal 

components in the electric field which accelerate the beam. At present, th's 

large input aperture (6-16 cm or more ) and high single channel currer,': 

capability possible »ith a RFQ appear to be more compatibl3 with the presently 

f-'ivî ioned ion sources than does the Meqalac. Consequent! ' jiir feasibility 

it-.uJy has concentrated on use of the RFC accelerator. As an example of a 
21 — 

;'-••;: } i~ jcce'iLTiit-;!- :i.̂ iu]p, a RFQ accelernting 100 mA r,f Li per channel re 

6 MeV could be 1Q-11 -,ete>-s long, while capturing and transmitting 35-9D> of 

the- CW input beam. For this example, the input normalized emittr.nce 

acceptance (v.'c x erri ttan ~e) should be 0.25 cm mrad, and could be made even 

larger. This J ,ouid be adequate for our applications. The emerging high 

energy bta.-.v huTe;;er wtuid be ~ 2 cm, giving an energy density of ~ 200 
2 kw/cm . This •' c, degrade unless the beams were either quickly neutralized 

or, at least, space charge neutralized by positive ions. The positive ions 

coulr! »ither come from ionization of background gas, or they could b'̂  

purposely injected at low energy from positive ion sources. Since the 

negative ions would be moving very fast, only comparatively few slow positive 

ions would be required to maintain space charge neutrality. If space charge 

neutralization of a bunched beam proves difficult, it may be necessary to 

place quadrupoles around the neutralizer to control the berm until it is 

neutralized. The gross system electrical efficiency of a RFQ should be quite 

good. A detailed study done for a specific example (2-3 A of D~ accelerated 
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to 1 MeV) indicated a gross electrical efficiency (wall-plug to transmitted 

beam) of 35-38%. Since 100 mA per channel appears to be a convenient 

current for present RFQ accelerator designs, a beam assembly could he composed 

of a number of RJF£ channels, each carrying ~ 100 mA and fed by a negative ion 

source module with a magnet, lens, and preacceleration stage. with present 

resonator designs, it would probably be necessary, for reasons of power 

efficiency, to have a separate resonator for each channel; this should not 

pose a major problem so long as the number of channels irt a system Ls not 

excessive and so long as the accelerators ca;i be well back from the tokamak, 

whicn should be feasible due to the small divergence to be expected in the 

high energy neutrsl beam. Figure 9 shows a schematic of how a single source-

accelerator module might appear. This example is for Li~, liut the arranqement 

would be similar for other ions. After acceleration, the beams -would be 

merged and aimed thrcjgh a neutralizer into the torus. The power per channel 

would be very large, so only a few channels would be needed for each beam 

assembly. The achievable average beam power density in the duct will depend 

to some axter-t upon the aiming and merging of the beams. If there is space 

between individual beams as they pass through a common duct, then the 

effective average power density will necessarily ^e lower than the power 

density in a single beam. If, on the other hand, the beams are partially 

merged as ihey pass through the duct, the power density may be higher than for 

any of the individual constituent beams. The operational simplicity and 

reliability inherent to RF accelerators make them ideal for assembly into 

large heating systems. Figure 10 shows a layout of such a configuration. It 

should be stressed, however, that this is not the only possible arrangement of 

the beams. An alternative configuration would be to have each beam penetrate 

the blanket throi'̂ h its own individual c*uct, each of which could be much 
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smaller than the duct required for the merged beams. The final choice of tu 

aiming configuration will depend upon which allows blanket penetrations which 

give rise to the least neutron leakage and, i' laser neutralizers are used, 

upon which configuration allows greater power efficiency in neutralization. 

The simplest and most desirable arrangement would be to have: a RF2 

accelerator carrying ~ 1-3 airptj of a heavy ion to 1-2 MeV/AMU. If the .on 

were 0~, for which a 1-3 amps source is probably not an unreasonable 

expectation, then the ion power in each channel could be 30-60 MW, and only 1-

2 such modules might bo required for an entire reactor* Present construction 

of RT-'Q accelerators is in the 100 mA range, but designs are now being 

studis-d which cou'.d carry 1-3 amps in a single channel. The feasibility of 

this heating method is not, however, contingent upon the success of such high 

current accelerators; 100 irA/channel would be adequate. 

X. Neutralizer 

The simile1;* ..hoice for a neutralizer is a thin cell of a condensable 

gas, such as A-,, Jhich is easily pumped by cryocondensation. Recent 

measurements of nerrraLization efficiencies show that at 6-7 MeV, ~ 46% of Li" 

can be neutralised using nitrogen, ' and that as much as 54% can be 

neutralized 2" if one is willing to use hydrogen as a neutralizer. For heavier 
27 ions, however, the optimum measured neutrax fractions are much lower : ~ 2 * 

for C~, ~ 20% for 0~, and ~ 22% for Si - using condensable gases such as argon, 

nitrogen, or carbon dioxide. This efficiency might be improved upon somewhat 

if one used hydrogen, but presumably it would not increase by as much as a 

factor of two. Since large amounts of energy will be involved if this is used 

on a reactor, it would be highly desirable to find a way to substantially 

increase the fraction of the beam neutralized, provided this can be done 
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without expending even more energy on the neutralization process- A plasma 

neutralizer might offer an incremental gain in the neutralized fraction, but 

at the expense, in energy and difficulty, of maintaining the plasma. Lorentz 

neutralization by passage i.-vrough an electric or magnetic field is probably 

not practical; unless all the ionr became neutralized after traversing the 

same path length through a homogeneous field, the beam divergence would be 

qrea-̂ ly increased. 

What does appear attractive is photodetachment neutralization with a 

laser. Neutralization of nearly all of the Li~ beam might be feasible by 
7 Q 

photodetachment witn Ga As lasers (which can have efficiencies of 20-40% ) , 
depending upon how small the final beam cross section can be made. Since the 

— — 29 
photodetachraent cross-itction jf Li is similar to that of Ff . the energy 

economies (increased ;i^utralization efficiency versus laser exciting energy) 

are similar, but they are more favorable for Li - because of the potentially 

much higher beam energy density. 

For a particular ion beam of a given cros^ section and current, the 

photon line density required in the neutralizer cell increases proportionally 

to the beam ion velocity, Vj., because the ion dwell time within the cell 

varief. as tt e inverse of the velocity. However, the energy carried per 

particle is increasing as (Vj) , so the neutralizer power efficiency ratio, 

'%' of the amount of additional beam power neutralized (above what could be 

neutralized with a gas cell) divided by the required laser exciting power 

increases proportionally to Vj. In addition, if all ether factors were 

constant, then, at a qenstant beam ion velocity, the power efficiency Ejj would 

scale proper1-tonally to the mass, so that laser neutralizers become more 

attractive as the mass increases. In practice, this favorable trend is offset 

by the fact that the photodetachment cross sections differ among ions <Li~ has 
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the largest28: -j ~ 0.9 x 10" 1 6cm 2 at 0.85u, the Ga As laser wavelength, and 

rising to .. 1.3 x 10" 1 ecm 3 at wavelengths above VOu), and by the fact that 

the thresholds for photodetechment vary with the electron affinity. 

Nonetheless, for small cross-se-tion beams with very high energy densities, it 

will almost certainly be advantageous to use photodetachment neutralizers with 

any of these iegative ions, most probably with an intracavity gas laser 

ueutralizer (which allows one to use a lower efficiency laser), as suggested 

by McGeoch for D~ neutralization. Two CW gas la3cr systems which operate at 

appropriate wavelengths for photodetachment of C~, 0~, or Si* are argon-ion 

lasers (at 4880 A and "145 A) and krypton-ion lasers (at 6471 fl) [17]. 

XI. System 

Once the individual components we have discussed are developed, they must 

be integrated into a practical beam sy=fem. As shown in Pigs. 9 and 1o, a 

beam system will consist of one or more negative ion sources, each followed by 

an analyzing magnet to allow metal vapors to deposit on cold plates, cryogenic 

pumping surfaces, lenses and an electrostatic pieacceleration stage to tailor 

the beam omittance to the requirements of the EFQ, a RFQ accelerator, and a 

neutralizer sandwiched between cryogenic pumps (if gas were used). The 

neutral beam or beams would then, either individually or collectively, pass 

through a deflection magnet which would divert the remaining ions onto dumps, 

a~d the remaining neutrals would either pass into the plasma or strike a beam 

line calorimeter. There are a number of systems problems which deserve 

discussion, 

XI.A. GaE Evolution and Handling 

It is fundamentally more difficult to accelerate negative ions than 
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pc-sitive ions over long distances because the negative ions are .lore easily 

prematurely neutralized by stripping on background gas. This dictates rather 

stringent vacuum constraints. For example, with a 10 meter accelerator-

length, the pressure should be kept below 10 torr to maintain negative ion 

stripping losses well below 31. This should be a manageable problem with any 

of the heavy (A > 6) atoms we have discussed. The metal vapors can all be 

kept at very low pressures with refrigerated plates, and the possible 

feedstock or rteutralizer gases 53n all be kept below 10 torr with cryogenic 

pumping at 28-30°k. It vould also be possible, but more riiiiicult, to 

maintain the accelerator pressure below 10 torr if a D~ beam were used. 

Even with the heavy atom beams some deuterium will invade the system from the 

duct to the torus. In addition, if the beams are used to drive current in an 

ignited plapna, then the helium ash might pose a problem if its partial 

pressure outside the plasma exceeds 10 torr. However, this can be dealt 

with by local cryocondensation pumping near the duct (d.2°k if only D, must be 

dealt with, and argon frost burial pumps if helium ash must be pumped). 

This is simplified if the duct cross section and conductance can be kept 

reasonably small as a result of the high energy density in these beatss. The 

pressure requirements in the duct itself are less stringent than i,. che 

accelerator, since the r uirement here is to keep the neutral beam from being 

ionized, and are similar to the requirements for other neutral beams. 

One other possible source of gas bears mention. Particles which are lost 

from the beam within the accelerator will strike the resonator vanes or the 

inside of the resonator cavity and desorb gas. However, since the resonator 

structure is quite open, this gas can be pumped through the cavity ends, and 

if necessary through KF screened cryogenic pumps along the accelerator. The 

gas evolution per unit length should not be enormously more than will be 
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encountered in the near terra with the FMIT" accelerator, which will 

accelerate 100 raA of D to 2 MeV. ftn associated problem is sputtering of, and 

the deposition of power on the resonator vanes by the lost beam particles. 

This should be somewhat more serious for the heavy beam accelerators than for 

the FMIT accelerator. The lost particles belong to three classes: (1) those 

lost through premature neutralization, (2) those lost at the beginning of t:.e 

accelerator because they do not get bunched into the right part of the RF 

wave, and (3) those ejected from the beam by space charge effects. The first 

class of particles, as we discussed, will be minimized by keeping the pressure 

low- The second class is never effectively accelerated and, consequently, is 

lost at its relatively low injection energy. The third class does undergo 

some acceleration and is lost at progressively higher energies along the 

length of the accelerator. However, although the energy of the ejected 

particles increases as the beam is accelerated, the magnitude of the space 

charge forces ejecting the particles steadily decreases because the velocity 

is increasing. Moreover, although the total energy lost in this third class 

of particles will probably be higher for a multi-MeV heavy ion accelerator 

than for the FMIT accelerator, the heavy ion accelerator will be considerably 

longer, so the energy lost per unit length may not be greatly different. 

Consequently, heating of the KFQ vanes should not pose a serious problem to 

pulse length. 

XI.B. Magrets 

The fields required from the aiming magnets will probably be low enough 

that they can be constructed with iron cores, since the required angular 

diversions of the ion beams will be small. However, the deflection magnet for 

the unneutralized ions will probably be required to deflect the ions back from 
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the torus where there is more space for ior. dumps. This will require strong 

fields fas much as a few tesla, depending upon the ion and the energy), and so 

will probably need an air core magnet. The u<Je of an air core magnet snould 

not pose a problem to the beam since, due to its small diameter, all the ions 

can pass through the relatively flat central portion of the fringing field, 

and, in any event, good optics are neither required nor desirable for the 

dumped ions. The stray fields from an air core coil might pose more serious 

problems for the tokamak magnetics, so its design and location will have to b^ 

chosen so that this is minimized. 

XI.C. Power Handling 

Cons'denng tne very high energy densities possible with tnese beams 

Cperhaps as much as several hundred kw per ci ), handling the power on ion 

dumps and calorimeter;: appears, at first "lance, to be a formidable problem. 

It appears even more intractable when one reflects that, because of the multi-

MeV energies involved, direct recovery of the ion power by decelerat_.ig the 

ions as they approach the dumps is virtually impossible, since the dumps would 

then have to hold potentials in the megavolt range without being shorted out 

by electrons from the residual gas and plasma in the chamber. The saving 

factor, however, is that if the beams have vory high power densities, they are 

at the same time not very large in diameter- Thus, the total power to be 

handled is no greater than would be the case with reactor-sized D~ beams (and 

is much less than would be encountered in the unneutralized ions if 150-200 

keV D were used), and it is, in fact, the total power in the beam, more than 

the power density, which determines how difficult the power handling problem 

is- Tiiis is because a small diameter beam can be spread out on a dump surface 

with a low beam intersection angle, and the resulting energy density on a 
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given size of dump can be independent of the initial beam energy density. As 

an example, if the initial power den-jity in i. 2 cm diameter ion beam is 200 
2 kW/cm , end if 50% of the ions are neutralized with a gas neutralizer, then a 

beam line calorimeter ~ 2 meters long !or one meter if it is foldea) wculd 

reduce the pownr to 1 kw'cm - The power density can b° somewhat rniLher 

reduced, without iivr^asing the calorimeter length, by also sloping .̂he 

surface in the plane normal to the long dimension of the calorimeter, thus 

allowing the power to be spread in two diuenslons. The beam line calorimeter 

would only be expoi-p̂  to the beam for purposes of tuning, conditioning, or 

measuring the powc- of the heam. 

The dunps for the unneutralized ions, on the other hand, would have to 

absorb power for lonci pulse j, or even continuously, if the beam was used for 

current drive. However, the po^er handling problem is in some sense simpler 

tor the ions. In the first place, the ions which emerge from the neutralizer 

cell will tie both ; csiti-'e and negative, and so will bf: deflected onto 

opposino lumps ar: reduced power densities. Second, the magnetic field of the 

reflection coi1. =ir be tailored to defocus the ions in the plane transverse to 

the long dimensi.r, of the dump, enhancing the two-dimensionaL spreading of the 

power or. the surface. Finally, tt-e length of the ion dumps can be increased 

with less penalty than is the case with the beamline calorimeter. 

Consequently, it should be possible to reduce the power density on the 

ion dumps to a fe* hundred w/cm . The task of handling the power in the 

unneutralized ions would, of course, essentially disappear if it proves 

feasible to use photodetachment to neutralize almost ali o F the beam. In this 

case, it may be possible to eliminate the deflectior magnet altogetner, or to 

at least reduce the required dispersion of the ion power to the point where an 

iron core magnet can be used to divert the ions through a small angle into 
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small forward-lying dumps. A final point is that we have tacitly assumed that 

space for large ion dumps will be more readily available behind the 

neutralizer (away from the tokamak) than in front of it. If this should not 

be the case (for instance, if the beam is located a considerable distance froin 

the tokamak), then it might be possible to locate the ion dumps forward of the 

neutralizer {towards the tokamak), and use a lower field in the deflection 

majnet so that an iron core might be feasible. 

XI D. Efficiencies 

Naturally, it wculd be advantageous to improve the efficiency of the beam 

system. II the accelerator efficiency is ~ 35% (the best estimate we have at 

this time) and if the neutralization efficiency is ~ 48% with a condensable 

gas neutralizer for Li -, then the overall efficiency will be ~ 17%, less the 

power ..-.sumed by the ion sources, the water pumps for the ion dumps and 

magneLs, and the cryogenic refrigerators for the vacuum pumps. (The latter 

will be much less than it would be fo- 150-200 keV deuterium beams.) For the 

heavier ions, this system efficiency would be only ~ 9% using a condensable 

gas neutralizer. There are two principal ways in which the efficiency might 

be improved: by increasing the RF system efficiency, if this is feasible, or 

by using a higher efficiency neutralizer, as we discussed earlier. The beam 

efficiency is critical if it is used for current drive since its energy 

consumption affects the power gain of the reactor. The beam efficiency has 

much less effect on the energy gain if the beam is only used to ignite a 

plasma, but the capital and maintenance costs are increased if the efficiency 

is low. 

'sing a gas neutralizer, the system efficiency with Li - would be only 

marginally acceptable, and the efficiency with the heavier ions appears to be 
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unacceptably low. Accordingly, it appears that it will be necessary to 

develop a non-gaseous neutralizer (most probably a photodetachment 

neutralizer) to neutralize most of the beam and allow the system efficiency to 

more closely approach the accelerator efficiency. Two possible lasers for ipe 

in intracavity photodetachment of C - or 0~" are argon ion lasers (with strong 

lines at 4880 A and 514S A) and krypton-ion lasers (with a strong line at 64 71 

A), both of which are capable of CW or nation. Producing a power-efficient 

photodetachment ravity neutralizer will, clearly, require a great deal of 

development., and at this point it is probably the most uncertain of the 

components required to implement the light atom injection scheme. 

XI.E. Length 

If 1-2 :<eV/AMlr Si" were used as the beam, the accelerator might become 

quite long (~ 30-40 meters) and might require an extension of the building. 

Elowever, provided th** 14.5 MeV D-T neutrcns were shielded from entering the 

accelerator cavit , any building extension would have a small volume and would 

only have to be capable of confining tritium and activation products that 

might be released in an accident; this requires considerably thinner walls 

than would be required to contain 14.5 MeV neutrors. 

XII. Limits and Advantages 

While this heating method, in principle, can be implemented with any 

negative ion, practical considerations may limit it to light ions (A < 30 

AMU). Although the current required decreases as the rhosen mass increases, 

the accelerator length required to achieve 1 MeV/P.MU becomes excessive for 

heavier ions. Moreover, the energy per atom carried into the pla3ma is 

proportional to A, which means that it is approximately proportional to 3. 
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However, the energy radiated from the plasma core by tho impurity varies as a 

function stronger than Z Z. Accordingly, for heavier atoms the ratio between 

energy carried in and energy radiated is less favorable than for lighter 

atoms. Most importantly, the confinement ot the initial partially stripped 

ion deteriorates as the mass increaaes because the gyroradius of an ion of a 

given charge state is proportional to the mass f the energy/amu is kept 

constant. 

Neutral light atom beams at 1-2 MeV/AMU afford easier and more certain 

plasma access than do beams of light positive ions, and they allow better 

penetration at lower energies/amu. The first point is a major advantage for 

light atom beams; the second might be an advantage for ion beams if RF 

accelerators are used. Relative to conventional hydroge.i neutral beamr formed 

from positive ions at 150-200 keS, light neutral atom beams can potentially 

afford higher neutralization efficiencies and lower injected power 

requirements due to greatly improved plasma penetration, resulting in nore 

centralized power deposition. They require less ion current to produce the 

same injected power au a negative-ion based D° beam. Because the limiting ion 

energy tor confinement increases with mass, light neutral atom beams, in 

principle, can operate at higher power densities than D° systems, which should 

allow smaller access ports through the tokamak blanket (leading to less 

neutron leakage). With some uncertainty as to the ion dumps, these systems, 

in principle, can operate CW due to relatively low power densities on source 

and accelerator surfaces- With photodetachment neutralization, the ion dumps 

could almost certainly take continuous operation. 

A major advantage of these light atom beam systems is that they should 

require mu< h less costly pumping per megawatt than does a deuterium beam. The 

neutral:* 7er would probably use photodetachment, which produces no gas load, or 
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if it did use a gas, it could be an easily pumped one, such as N~, that could 

be cryopumped at ~ 25°k. Tue source loads are also easier to handle: Li vapor 

just requires cool plates; oxygen can be cryopumped using helium gas at 30°k, 

which is less costly jnd energy intensive than using liquiJ helium at 4.2°>, 

as would be required for a deuterium beam. Further, since the energy per atom 

is much higher thar. with conventional deuterium beams, the total beam current 

required to yield a given power is much lower, which means that the gas flow 

from the sources is also lower. These factors should _ j.eld significant 

savings in captial and operating costs for cryogenic pumping. 

If carried to its logical conclusion, this light atom injection scheme 

offers the possibility of a simple heating system with very few components 

near the tokamak. An ideai beamline (Fig. 11) might consist of a single 

channel RFC, fed by a single 0~ source, accelerating 1-3 amps of 0" to 16-32 

MeV. With > 95* ner-ralization by a photodetachment neutralizer, only 1-3 

such systems lrinht he refjuired for a reactor. Since the source would 

necessarily be ir><~ t cox the tokamak, heavily shielded, and would feed the 

accelerator arout,'i an analyzing magnet, one could have two sources in place 

with analyzing magntts, such that one source could always be a spare available 

for maintenance. The simplicity of such an arrangement, if it can be 

developed, would appear to be a major attraction of the light atom heating 

method. 

XIII. Conclusion 

Heating with multi-MeV light atom beams has three major advantages: good 

central peaking of the heating profile, high beam power density, and greatly 

reduced pumping requirements. Deuterium beams in the 1-2 MeV range a. . the 

first advantage, and to a lesser extent the second, but put more severe and 
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costly constraints on the cryogenic pumping to maintain a low enough pressure 

during acceleration. In addition, D° beams would require more accelerator 

channels to achieve a given total power. If used for current drive, the light 

atom beams may be more or less efficient than D° beams (in terms of the 

current driven per unit injected power), depending upon how important 

neoclassical effects are. 

The principal disadvantage of these beams is that, in going to very high 

energies, and consequently to RF accelerators, the acceleration efficiency 

drops below what could be achieved with electrostatic acceleration at lower 

voltages (< 400 keV). In addition, for negative ions heavier than Li", 

neutralization by a simple gas cell is relatively inefficient, and 

neutralization by other means, such aa a photodetachment laser, is probably 

required. If light atom beams are used for current drive, the fact that they 

require inboard counter-injection is a disadvantage; it is, however, probably 

feasible since these high energy density beams could tolerate relatively small 

ducts. The f<".ct that the light atom beams contribute impurities is 

undesirable, but deleterious effects due to thermalized beam ions are 

expected to be slight so long as the beam is not too massive (A < 301. 

On balance, it appears that 1-2 MeV/AMU beams of light atoms (A > S), 

and oerhaps of D , are quite attractive as a means of heating and igniting a 

reactor plasma, and they may be somewhat, attractive for current drive. Equally 

important, it appears probably feasible to build and operate such beams. 

However, major development will be required of the components: the ion source, 

the accelerators, and especially of the neutralizes and of the system 

embodying these components. 
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TABLE I 

INTOR PARAMETERS 

I p 6 MA 

B o S.5T 

R o 5 . 3 m 

a 1.2 m 

b / a 1 .6 

Z

e f f ( 2 . 0 f o r D ° , 1 .25 f o r 0 ° ) 

n e { r ) 1.1 (1 - ( r / a ) 6 ] 1 0 1 4 c m 3 

T e ( r ) 50 [1 - ( r / a ) 2 ] 2 k e v 

T i ( r ) 60 [1 - ( r / a ) 2 ] 2 kev 

j ( r > a [1 - ( r / a ) 2 ] 

n 0 . 9 1 0 1 4 c m " 3 

<n > 0 . 8 1 0 1 4 c n T 3 

<S> 5 % 

P f „ D i m 620 MW fusion 
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TABLE II 

Atom Optimum Energy Neoclassical Classical 
Energy (MeV) Current Rmps/watt Current Amps/watt 

D° 1.0 - 1.5 0.16 0.11 

0° 2.5 - 4.5 0.06 0.14 

Si° 60-75 0.10 0.20 
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Figure Captions 

Pig. 1. Schematic of the light atra. beam injection scheme. 

Fig. 2. Initial drift orbits for 0 born at the x'a by ionization of 32 

MeV oxygen atoms injected either parallel (co) or antiparallel 

(counter) to the plasma current. 

Fig. 3. A typical drift orbit of an oxygen ion (born from an oxygen atom 

injected at 32 MeV counter to the plasma current) is shown as it 
+4 

undergoes successive ionizations as far as 0 . 

Fig. 4. Heating deposition profiles in an INTOR-sized plasma for 2 MeV D° 

(made from D~), 46 MeV Na +, 150 keV D° (made from D + yielding 

neutral power fractions of 60% at full energy, 24% at one-half 

energy, and 16% at one-third energy), 2 MeV D° made from D", the 
+ initial birth profile of the 16 tfev 0 resulting from the 

ionization co-injected 0°, and the final profile of the O 

resulting from injection of the O . 

Fig. 5. Integrated power deposited inside a given radius for the four 

beams of Fig, 4. 

Fig. 6. Maximum allowed impurity concentration versus Z at three 

temperatures. 

Fig. 7. A possible Li source based upon the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory calutron technology. The lithium vapor is ionized by 

electron bombardment. 

Fig. 8. Conceptual design of an Ehlers-Leung type surface-plasma source 

which might be used for Light negative ion production. For C~ 

production, the working gas would probably be an inert gas, such 

as argon. For 0~ production, one might use a metallic converter 
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plate and oxygen as the working gas-

Fig. 9. Example of a possible light atom beam module. Negative ions are 

produced, deflected around an analyzing magnet to remove ionic 

and neutral impurities, preaecelerated, and focased into a Los 

Alamos RF quadrupole accelerator. The accelerated ions aio uiraed 

with a deflection magnet through a neutralizer. For any tors; 

heavier than Li , a photodetaohment neutralizer would probably be 

Used, preceded by magnetic quadrupoles to focus the beam. 

Fig. 10. A modular system for light atom beams, consisting of an array of 

sources and RF quadrupole accelerators of the Los Alamos type. 

The neutralizer pump, the ion dumps, and the associated magnet 

could probably be largely dispensed with if neutralization was 

done by photodetachment. Focusing magnetic quadrupoles would be 

located before the neutralizers. 

Fig. 11. Conceptual design of a single channel high power system. One-to^ 

several amps of 0~ or another prolific light negative ion is 

extracted from one of the alternate sources (the other serving as 

a spare) . The beam is accelerated to 16-32 MeV in a single Rf 

quadrupole accelerator channel, and is subsequently aimed, 

focused by magnetic quadrupoles, and neutralized by 

photodetachment. 
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